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Abstract

In the framework of maintenance optimization of multi-component systems, dynamic grouping maintenance

based on rolling horizon has developed and becomes an interesting approach. However, most existing dynamic

grouping models assume that the maintenance duration is negligible. This assumption may be not always rel-

evant and limits the application of these models in many real situations. The first objective of this paper is

to develop a dynamic grouping model in presence of both corrective and preventive maintenance duration for

complex structure systems. A new practical maintenance cost model is proposed allowing to take into consid-

eration of maintenance duration and system structure as well as economic dependence between components.

Taking into maintenance duration and system structure leads however to a complex grouping model which is

efficiently solved by proposed analytical methods. The second objective is to investigate the impacts of main-

tenance duration on grouping modeling and grouping optimization. Both theoretical and experimental studies

give a complete vision about maintenance duration impacts and some recommendations in real applications.

The uses and advantages of the proposed grouping maintenance approach are illustrated through a numerical

example of a six-component system.

Keywords: Maintenance modeling, maintenance optimization, dynamic grouping, multi-component system,

maintenance duration.

1 Introduction

Maintenance optimization nowadays plays a key role in ensuring system functions at lower cost, failing to do

so will expose the system owner to very large costs. With fast economic growth and developing advanced

technologies, manufacturing systems become more and more complex. They involve a high number of compo-

nents where maintenance is necessary to maintain their performance throughout the lifetime. In this context,

investigations on maintenance optimization tend to change from mono-component models (see, for instance,

[1, 2, 3, 4]) towards multi-component ones. As underlined by a number of review papers [5, 6, 7, 8], the multi-

component maintenance optimization models is more accurate than mono-component ones, since they allow to
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take into account components’ dependencies. The dependencies among components are usually classified into

three different kinds: economic, stochastic and structural dependence [9, 10, 11, 12], in which the economic

dependence has been most studied and integrated in maintenance optimization process. When components are

economically dependent, the cost of joint maintenance of these components is not equal to the total cost of their

separate maintenance. Indeed, the joint maintenance can lead to a higher maintenance cost (negative economic

dependence) or a lower maintenance cost (positive economic dependence) when compared to the case where the

components are separately maintained [13, 14].

To take advantages of the positive economic dependence, opportunistic and grouping maintenance approaches

have been proposed. The main idea is to jointly maintain several maintenance activities to reduce the main-

tenance cost. The opportunistic maintenance focuses on doing the preventive maintenance (PM) of several

components at maintenance opportunities such as system downtimes due to failures, production plan or safety

constraints. This approach has been extensively developed in a number of papers and successfully applied to the

maintenance planning of industrial systems such as oil and gas, electrical distribution [15, 16, 17, 18]. However,

the maintenance opportunities such as system failures occur randomly, the opportunistic maintenance plan is

then not fixed in advance, and brings a lot of difficulties to the logistic supports and maintenance management.

These difficulties limit the applications of the opportunistic maintenance in real situations. In this paper, we

focus on the second approach: grouping maintenance.

The grouping maintenance is intent to reduce the maintenance cost and improve the system performance

(system’s reliability, system’s availability) by jointly performing several PM activities. A number of papers

working on this topic have been recorded in the literature and can be classified into three different types

according to the planning horizon: short-term horizon, long-term horizon, and rolling horizon. The grouping

maintenance within a short-term planning horizon [19, 20, 21] does not guarantee the grouping performance

within long-term horizon. While the grouping maintenance within long-term planning horizon [22, 23] does not

allow to dynamically update the maintenance planning. The grouping maintenance based on rolling horizon

therefore has received a lot of attention from the research community since it holds the advantages of both the

short-term and long-term maintenance planning.

The dynamic grouping based on rolling horizon has been firstly introduced in [24] for series systems. The

approach starts by finding an optimal PM cycle for each component which minimizes its long-term maintenance

cost rate. The tentative PM activities are then determined within a short-term horizon and optimally grouped

to save setup cost. The approach has been then developed to take into account: the component degradation

information in [25], the prognostic and/or diagnostic information in [26], the human factors in [27, 28], the

stochastic dependence in [29], the dynamic contexts (maintenance opportunities) and maintenance constraints

such as availability constraint, repairman constraint in [30, 31, 32], the complex structure (which can be any

combination of basic structures such as series, parallel, or k-out-of-n) in [30, 13].

Most of the above works rely on the assumption that the corrective maintenance (CM) duration and/or

PM duration can be neglected to simplify the maintenance modeling and maintenance optimization at both

component and system levels (see Table 1 for more details). However, this assumption may lead to sub-optimal

grouping solution. In addition, since a number of grouping maintenance calculus are done in finite horizons, the

maintenance duration takes a significant part when compared to the horizons’ length and can not be neglected.

For these above reasons, some recently works have taken efforts to overcome this problem. Indeed, PM duration
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Table 1: Dynamic grouping maintenance approaches based on rolling horizon

Papers Maintenance duration System structure
Methods for grouping’s

performance assessment

[24, 27] No Series Analytic

[25] No Series Simulation

[29] No Parallel Simulation

[30] No Complex Analytic

[31, 32] PM duration Series Analytic

[28] PM duration Series & Parallel Analytic

[13] PM duration Complex Analytic

[26] PM & CM duration Series Simulation

is considered and integrated into grouping optimization process in papers [31, 32, 28, 13]. The consideration of

the PM duration is quite simple when compared to that of the CM duration since the PM is usually planned

at determined dates. Given the randomness of failures, the CM carried out at failures is unknown in advance.

The taking into account of CM duration is a real challenge, especially in case of complex structures. Paper

[26] overcomes the problem by proposing a Monte Carlo simulation process. The use of the simulation process

requires a huge computational resources and limits the proposed methods in online updating and in some real

applications. Nevertheless, the maintenance approach proposed in [26] can be applied only for series systems.

The first objective of this paper is to develop a grouping maintenance approach taking into account both

corrective and preventive maintenance duration for multi-component systems with complex structure. Moreover,

to our best knowledge, there is a lack of deep and complete analysis about the impacts of maintenance duration on

grouping modeling and grouping optimization. The second objective of the paper is then to carry out theoretical

and experimental analysis on these impacts. To achieve these two objectives,the following main contributions

are provided in this paper:

• Proposition of a new practical maintenance cost model allowing to take into consideration of maintenance

duration and system structure as well as economic dependence between components. The cost model is

especially suitable for the maintenance modeling of complex structure systems.

• Develop a new dynamic grouping process for the maintenance of complex structure systems with non-

negligible maintenance duration by introducing two analytical methods which llow to track the changes of

system structure and their components’ age over time. The proposed analytical process can be used for

online maintenance decision-making, and helps to improve the grouping maintenance performance in real

applications.

• Analyze impacts of maintenance duration on the maintenance modeling and maintenance optimization at

both component level and system level. The analysis results give a complete vision about maintenance

duration impacts and some recommendations in real applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to present the considered system, some

general assumptions, and the new maintenance cost model. The grouping maintenance approach is described in

Section 3. Moreover, the impacts of maintenance duration in the grouping modeling and grouping optimization
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are herein analyzed. analytical methods for evaluating components criticality and age which are used in the

grouping process are developed in Section 4. In Section 5, numerical analysis are carried out for a complex

structure system composed of 6 components to study the impacts of maintenance duration, and to show how

the developed grouping approach can be used. Finally, the last section presents some conclusions drawn from

this work.

2 Problem descriptions and general assumptions

This section focuses on positioning the considered problem by starting with some general descriptions of multi-

component systems and its maintenance activities. The difficulties in maintenance modeling and maintenance

optimization for such systems when the maintenance duration is taken into account are then identified.

2.1 System description

Consider a multi-component system consisting of n binary components, i.e. a component state is either “oper-

ational” or “failed”. To accomplish a specific function, the system’s components are inter-connected according

to a redundant structure in term of reliability block diagram. Due to the complexity of the system structure,

two kinds of components are here considered: a component is a critical one at t, if its non-functioning state

at this instant directly results in a complete shutdown of the system; a component is said to be redundant (or

non-critical) one at instant t if the system can be still functioning when the component stops. As an illustrative

example, a 5-component system with redundancy is shown in Figure 1. For the considered structure, component

1 is a critical one and the others are redundant.

1

2

3 4

5

Figure 1: A redundant structure containing 5 components

According to the classification above, two basic structures are specified: (a) series structure: all components

of the structure are critical for the system functioning. The non-functioning state of one component is enough

to cause a complete shutdown of the system; (b) parallel structure: all components are redundant, i.e., in a

normal operation state, a failure/stoppage of any component does not lead to the system shutdown.

Components of the system are subjected to random failures. To not lose sight of our main objective by

considering too broad failure models, some following assumptions were considered: (a) component does not

degraded when it does not work; (b) components are stochastically independent, i.e. the failure behavior of a

component does not depend on that of the others; (c) probability of simultaneous failures is small and can be

neglected; (d) the failure behavior of components is described by a continuous distribution with the increasing

failure rate. To facilitate the understanding of the developments, Weibull distribution law is used as an example

to describe the failure behaviors of the components. In that way, the failure rate of component i (i = 1, . . . , n)
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at time t, denoted zi(t), is described by the following equation:

zi(t) =
βi
λi

(
xi
λi

)βi−1 (1)

where, λi > 0 and βi (βi > 1) are the scale and shape parameters of the Weibull distribution respectively. xi is

the total operational time (the age) of component i until time t. It should be noted that xi(t) = t only when

the maintenance duration is neglected and component i is put in operation at time t = 0.

2.2 Maintenance activities and cost structure

Maintenance activities Given the diversity of maintenance activities within the system life cycle, a main-

tenance action can be classified in either preventive maintenance (PM) or corrective maintenance (CM). While

preventive maintenance is carried out on functioning components in order to improve their health conditions

and prevent them from an intensive regime of failures, corrective maintenance is executed on failed components

to bring them to their operational state. In the paper, the preventive maintenance is considered to be able to

restore the components to the “as good as new” state. Otherwise, after a corrective maintenance, the repaired

components are in the state that they had just before their failure, in other words, the “as bad as old” state.

In real applications, for a such maintenance action (preventive or corrective one), it always takes time in

executing. In general, the maintenance duration can contain the time for spare part ordering and transportation,

machine opening, repairing, etc, and could not be neglected in some cases [5]. The maintenance duration is

usually modeled as a fixed or stochastic amount of time [33, 31]. In the further analysis, the maintenance

duration is considered to be a fixed amount of time and noted by ωip for PM duration and ωic for CM duration

of component i respectively. Moreover, since the CM is always directly associated to the component failure and

its reparation, the two notations “CM duration” and “repair duration” are used interchangeably.

Cost structure This is an important issue in maintenance modeling, which has direct impacts on the per-

formance of maintenance optimization and planning. A more general and complete maintenance cost structure

is herein proposed, in which the total cost of a maintenance action on component i is divided into five parts:

• Setup cost, denoted by Ci−se with − = p for preventive maintenance and − = c for corrective maintenance,

is paid for all preparation activities that allow the maintenance can be performed on component/system.

The preparation activities could be, e.g, scaffolding erecting, machine opening, maintenance tools, or also

traveling of maintenance teams, transportation of maintenance tools and spare parts. This setup cost can

be shared when several components are jointly maintained [5, 31].

• Specific cost (Ci−sp ) is the cost paid for spare part and depends on the specific characteristics of the

component/system which is under maintenance.

• Labor cost is the cost paid for repairman for their maintenance work. Normally, this cost depends on the

maintenance duration, the technician skill level, and is calculated through the average labor cost per time

unit denoted by ci−la .

• Shutdown cost has to be paid whenever the component/system fails or is stopped due to maintenance.

This cost is associated with loss of quality of product or service, costs of restarting the component/system.

Note that these costs may appear even when the component/system downtime is neglected. Let Ci−sh , Cs−sh

be the component shutdown cost and the system shutdown cost.
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• Downtime cost is paid for negative impacts of a period of time in which the component/system does not

work. This downtime cost is associated with the unavailability of services or loss of products. The cost

depends on the maintenance duration and is calculated through the average downtime cost rate. Two

kinds of downtime cost rate are considered: component downtime cost rate (ci−do ) and system downtime

cost rate (cs−do ).

In the above list, the labor cost and downtime cost strongly depend on the maintenance duration. The longer

maintenance duration the higher costs are. In addition, all the costs depend on the nature of the maintenance

action (preventive or corrective) and the characteristics of maintained component i. Thanks to the above

discussions, the cost of a preventive and corrective maintenance actions of component i, denoted by Cip and Cic

respectively, can be represented under the same following mathematical expression

Ci− = [Ci−se + Ci−sp + (1− πi)Ci−sh + πi · Cs−sh ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ci−inde

+ [ci−la + (1− πi)ci−do + πi · cs−do ] · ωi−︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ci−de

(2)

where, (a) πi is an criticality indicator, πi = 1 if component i is a critical one, otherwise πi = 0 if the component is

a redundant one; (b) the total maintenance cost of component i can be divided into two parts: Ci−inde represents

the part which does not depend on the maintenance duration, and Ci−de is the part which depends on the

maintenance duration.

When compared to other maintenance cost structures in the literature [31, 30, 24, 26], the proposed model

seems to be more general and advantageous:

• It is applied for both preventive and corrective maintenance action.

• Flexible and suitable for a wide range of systems in real applications including complex production systems.

Maintenance cost is modeled as a function of maintenance duration (ωi∗), component’s criticality (πi),

nature of maintenance action (preventive or corrective), and component’s characteristics (i).

• Several specific cost models in the literature can be derived as special cases of the proposed model. For

example, in the case of series structure systems (πi = 1, ∀i), and negligible maintenance duration (ωi− = 0),

the maintenance cost can be simply calculated by as

Ci− = Ci−in = Ci−se + Ci−sp + Cs−sh (3)

• Different levels of downtime costs, shutdown costs, and setup cost allow to model the economic dependence

among components in complex situations, and improve the grouping performance (see more details in the

next subsection).

2.3 Economic dependence and grouping maintenance

Economic dependence From a practical of view, the total maintenance cost when performing maintenance

of several components together may differ from the one when executing maintenance of these components

separately. Let CG
k

be the total maintenance cost of group Gk, CG
k 6=

∑
i∈Gk C

i−. The economic dependence

is positive if CG
k

<
∑
i∈Gk C

i−, and otherwise it is negative if CG
k

>
∑
i∈Gk C

i−.

According to our maintenance cost model, the economic dependence may come from: (a) sharing of setup

cost leads to positive economic dependence, e.g. the preparation activities including logistic support have to be

done once when components are jointly maintained; (b) changing of total shutdown costs can lead to positive
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or negative economic dependence depending on the system structure, e.g. the shutdown cost can be saved when

some critical components are jointly maintained; and the cost can be penalized when the maintenance of some

non-critical components leads to a complete shutdown of the system; (c) changing of total downtime costs can

lead to positive or negative economic dependence depending on the system structure and maintenance duration,

e.g. the maintenance duration and therefore the downtime cost can be reduced when the number of repairmen

is sufficient to repair multiple components at the same duration. Note that this changing only occurs when the

maintenance duration is considered (see subsection 3.3 for further explanations).

Dynamic grouping maintenance approach Dynamic grouping maintenance approach has been de-

veloped in [24, 30, 13] to reduce the maintenance cost by taking advantages of the economic dependence. The

proposed approach finds the best way to group PM actions through two main following phases:(a) maintenance

optimization at component level. Preventive maintenance activities are individually planned for components by

neglecting all their dependencies. The optimal PM frequency of each component is determined by minimizing

its long-term maintenance cost rate; (b) grouping optimization at system level. Optimization techniques such

as Dynamic Programming and Genetic Algorithm (GA) are used to find the best way to group the tentative

individual PM activities in a short-term planning horizon. The best grouping solution has to maximize the

profit economic of grouping in the considered short-term planning horizon.

The two above phases are repeated in order to find the optimal grouping plan in the next planning horizons.

Given that the planning is done for every finite horizon, the maintenance plan can be dynamically updated

whenever dynamic contexts occur [30]. In addition, only PM activities are grouped at specific dates, the logistic

support for the maintenance then can be prepared proactively at a lower cost.

Dynamic grouping and impacts of maintenance duration Since almost the dynamic grouping

maintenance are planned within finite horizons, the consideration of maintenance (preventive and corrective)

duration is important to guarantee the accuracy/optimality of grouping solution. However, it leads to a number of

difficulties in grouping modeling and grouping optimization as well. Indeed, at component level, the consideration

of maintenance duration may make the finding of the optimal maintenance cycle become more complex and the

tentative PM dates could not be fixed over time due to random failures of components. Note that the grouping

of changing PM dates is almost impossible. The situation is even more complex at system level where the

downtime of one component can influence the functioning of the other ones according to the system structure.

The determination of components’ age, components’ criticality, as well as grouping economic profit are not

evident.

To face the mentioned issues, the objectives of the paper are then (i) to propose a grouping maintenance strat-

egy based on analytical methods for multi-component system with redundancy and non-negligible maintenance

duration; (ii) to analyze impacts of maintenance duration on maintenance modeling, maintenance optimization

(optimality and robustness of grouping maintenance).
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Figure 2: Grouping maintenance approach for multi-component systems with consid-

eration of maintenance duration

3 Grouping maintenance with considerations of maintenance dura-

tion

In this section, a dynamic grouping maintenance strategy is developed for multi-component systems with taking

into account both the maintenance duration and the complexity of system structure. Figure 2 summarizes all

main steps of the proposed strategy. Besides basic steps such as individual maintenance or grouping mainte-

nance optimization which are similar to the ones of dynamic grouping strategies proposed in previous works,

two additional steps (components’ age assessment and components’ criticality determination) are developed to

overcome the difficulties in grouping modeling and grouping optimization when maintenance duration and com-

plex structure are considered. The two steps are done by proposed analytical methods instead of simulation ones

which are usually used in other works, especially when the corrective maintenance duration is non-negligible.

Since the grouping process in Figure 2 is proposed based on the analytical methods, it can be applied for online

grouping decision-making of multi-component systems with complex structure and non-negligible maintenance

duration (both corrective and preventive). For more details, all steps of the proposed grouping maintenance

process will be explained and discussed in the next subsections.

3.1 Individual maintenance optimization

Components are separately studied to find their optimal preventive maintenance cycle. To do this, component

i is considered to be preventively maintained whenever its age reaches a threshold denoted by x0i . When it fails

between two consecutive PM dates, corrective maintenance is carried to restore it to the “as bad as old” state.

The age threshold can be determined by minimizing the long-term maintenance cost rate of the component, de-

noted CRi. Note that the other criteria such as component’s availability or component’s reliability are certainly

can be also used.
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CRi(t) = lim
t→∞

Ci(t)

t
(4)

where Ci(t) is the cumulative maintenance cost until time t.

By applying renewal theory, CRi can be rewritten as

CRi(s) =
E[Ci(si)]

E[si]
=

Cip + Cic · νi(0, si)
x0i + ωip + ωic · νi(0, si)

(5)

where, E[∗] is expected value operator; si is the renewal cycle of component i; νi(0, si) denotes the expected

number of failures of component i within the renewal cycle.

Under minimal repair and Weibull failure assumptions, νi(0, si) can be written as

νi(0, si) =

xi∫
0

zi(t)dt =

(
x0i
λi

)βi
(6)

By substituting Equations (2), (6) into Equation (5), the long-term maintenance cost rate is calculated as

CRi(x
0
i ) =

Cip · λβii + Cic · (x0i )βi

(x0i + ωip) · λβii + ωic · (x0i )βi
(7)

The optimal value of x0i , denoted x∗i , which minimizes the above long-term maintenance cost rate, can be

determined by solving the following equation

dCRi
dxi

∣∣∣∣
x0
i=x

∗
i

= 0⇔ Cic · (βi − 1) · (x∗i )βi + (Cic · ωip − Cip · ωic) · βi · (x∗i )βi−1 − Cip · λ
βi
i = 0 (8)

The two following cases are considered:

• Case 1: Both preventive and corrective maintenance duration are neglected [24, 30]. By substituting

ωip = ωic = 0 in the above equation, we have

Cicin · (βi − 1) · (xPCi )βi − Cipin · λ
βi
i = 0⇒ xPCi = λi · βi

√
Cipin

Cicin · (βi − 1)
(9)

where xPCi denotes the optimal PM cycle when preventive and corrective time are neglected.

• Case 2: Only preventive maintenance duration is considered [13, 31, 32]. With ωip 6= 0, the closed-

form of xPCi (the optimal replacement cycle when preventive maintenance duration is considered) cannot

be deduced. Numerical methods are needed to search its approximated value. In Appendix A.1, we

demonstrate that xPCi ∈ (0, a1] with

a1 = λi · βi
√

Cip

Cicin · (βi − 1)
(10)

• Case 3: Both preventive and corrective maintenance duration are considered. Similarly to the previous

case, the closed-form of xPCi (the optimal replacement cycle when preventive and corrective time are

considered) cannot be obtained. The following propositions are demonstrated in Appendix A.2.

Proposition 1 If Cic

Cip >
ωic

ωip , then xPCi exists and is unique in the open interval (0,min(a2, b)) with

a2 = λi · βi
√

Cip

Cic · (βi − 1)
; b = λi · βi−1

√
Cip

βi · (Cic · ωip − Cip · ωic)
; (11)

Proposition 2 If Cic

Cip ≤
ωic

ωip , then xPCi exists and is unique in the half-closed interval [max(a2, c),+∞)

with

c =
Cip · ωic − Cic · ωip

Cic
. (12)
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Figure 3: Optimal PM cycles vs Different maintenance duration assumptions

Consider an example of a component i with the following data: λi = 50, βi = 3, ωip = 5, ωic = 3, Cip = 547,

Cipin = 357, Cic = 460, Cicin = 205. Figure 3 represents the evolution of the long-term maintenance cost rate as a

function of PM cycle for these above cases. The optimal PM cycles xPCi , xPCi , xPCi obtained in the three different

cases 1, 2, et 3, are not the same. Indeed, when comparing the two Cases 1 and 2, the PM (the replacement)

cost in Case 2 is bigger than that in Case 1, while their CM costs are the same. It is then reasonable when xPCi

is bigger than xPCi . Similarly, when comparing the two Cases 2 and 3, the CM cost in Case 3 is bigger than

that in Case 2, while the PM costs of the two cases are the same. It is then reasonable when xPCi is smaller

than xPCi . It should be noted that xPCi may be bigger or smaller than xPCi depending on the ratio between PM

and CM costs. Figure 3 shows the case where xPCi > xPCi .

From the above analysis, we can conclude that taking into maintenance duration makes maintenance modeling

and optimization more complex. It could be however necessary to guarantee a proper replacement cycle and

lower maintenance cost.

Further numerical investigation on the impacts of maintenance duration on individual maintenance opti-

mization will be presented in Section 5.2. Note that the impacts of system structure are not mentioned since

the interactions among components are neglected at this step.

3.2 Tentative maintenance planning.

Based on the components’ nominal PM cycle (age threshold), tentative execution dates of components are

determined in a finite planning interval PH = [tb, te]. tb is set by the current date and te is chosen in the way

that each component is preventively carried out at least one time within the planning horizon to ensure that all

components are taken into account in the maintenance decision-making, see [24, 31].
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Let tij (j ≥ 1) denote the tentative execution date of the jth PM of component i, we have

ti1 = x∗i − xi(tb) + y1i + tb (13a)

tij = tij−1 + ωip + yji with j > 1 and tij ≤ te (13b)

te = tl1 with tl1 = max
i
ti1 . (13c)

where, xi(tb) is the age of component i at the beginning of the planning horizon tb; y
1
i and yji are the cumulative

downtimes of component i within intervals (tb, ti1) and (tjj−1 , tij ) respectively. It is important to note that the

cumulative downtimes y1i and yji depend on both the maintenance duration and the system structure. Regarding

to the maintenance duration modelling, the following specific cases are considered.

Case 1: Both CM and PM duration are neglected [24, 30]. The cumulative downtime equals

zero. Tentative maintenance dates can be easily determined by using Equation (13) with y1i = yji = 0. Note

that the system structure has no impact in this case.

Case 2: Only PM duration is considered [13, 31, 32]. The cumulative downtime of component

i is different to zero and may depend on the preventive maintenance duration of the other components in the

system. As an example, a PM maintenance of component 1 or 3 in the system presented by Figure 1 will lead

to shutdowns of component 4. Therefore, the PM duration of components 1 and 3 has to be added to the

cumulative downtime of component 4. It is obvious that the dependence is given by the system structure. For

series structure systems, this kind of dependence always exists since the maintenance of a component directly

leads to a shutdown of the others. The problem becomes more complex in the case of systems with redundancy,

the functional dependence among components can be identified by “System’s structure analysis” step (see Section

4.1 for more details).

Case 3: Both CM and PM duration are considered. The cumulative downtime of component i

may depend on both preventive and corrective maintenance duration of the other components in the system.

Since components’ failure are random, the cumulative downtime and tentative maintenance dates are likewise not

constant. The changing of tentative maintenance dates over time causes difficulties in maintenance optimization

and implementation, especially for grouping maintenance. To overcome this issue, an efficient solution is herein

proposed. In more details, to establish a tentative maintenance plan with fixed PM dates, a calendar time-

based threshold Ti is designed and used instead of the age one. In that way, component i is then preventively

replaced at every Ti units of time without regarding the failures between two consecutive PM activities. Ti can

be calculated as

Ti = ωip + xPCi + ωic ·

 xCMi∫
0

zi(t)dt

 = ωip + xPCi + ωic ·
(
xPCi
λi

)βi
(14)

The tentative PM dates can be obtained based on Ti as follow

tij = tij−1 + Ti with j ≥ 1 and tij ≤ te (15)

where ti0 is the execution date of the last PM action before tb.

The tentative maintenance planning based on Ti has some advantages: (i) fixed PM dates at the same

maintenance cost level when compared to the maintenance planning based on xCMi ; (ii) easier for maintenance
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implementation and management; (iii) can be used for grouping maintenance in the next phase. However, it

should be noticed that maintenance planning based on Ti is not always better than that based on xCMi , especially

when components are totally replaced instead of minimally repaired at failures (non-repairable systems). For

this case, another solution could be developed in the future research.

3.3 Economic profit formulation

Given the tentative maintenance dates of components obtained in the previous phase, this subsection focuses

on a formulation of economic profit when several PM actions are jointly performed thanks to the economic

dependence among components. For more details, consider a group Gk consisting of m PM activities which are

executed together. The economic profit of Gk, denoted EP (Gk), contains five following parts.

Saving of the preventive setup cost, denoted by SGk. The saving comes from the sharing of setup

operations for executing m PM activities together. For example, scaffolding erecting and machine opening may

have to be done only once for the maintenance of several components.

SGk =
∑
ij∈Gk

Cipse − CG
k

se , (16)

where CG
k

se is the setup cost of groupGk. According to different levels of economic dependence among components

in the group, this group setup cost can be varied.

min
ij∈Gk

Cipse ≤ CG
k

se ≤
∑
ij∈Gk

Cipse (17)

Penalty cost due to the change of nominal PM dates, denoted by ∆H1
Gk. As a consequence

of maintenance grouping, the PM execution date of several components may be either advanced or delayed

regarding to their tentative PM date. These movements of execution dates result in changing the expected

number of failures in short-term, and shifting all future maintenance dates in long-term (see [24] for more

explanations). The penalty cost is then calculated as

∆H1
Gk =

∑
ij∈Gk

{
Cic · [νi(0, tij )− νi(0, tGk)]− CRi(xPCi ) · (tij − tGk)

}
(18)

∆H1
Gk depends on both CM and PM duration.

Cost associated with the change of system shutdown times, denoted by ∆H2
Gk. This cost

indicates that the number of times that the system is shut down due to the PM of some components is not equal

to that of their group.

∆H2
Gk = [

∑
ij∈Gk

πi − πGk ] · Cspsh (19)

∆H2
Gk depends on the system structure. Its maximum and minimum values are reached in case of series

structures (πi = 1,∀i = 1, . . . n), and parallel structures (πi = 0,∀i = 1, . . . n) respectively.

−Cspsh ≤ ∆H2
Gk ≤ (m− 1) · Cspsh (20)

Note however that ∆H2
Gk does not depend on neither PM duration nor CM duration.
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Cost related to the change system downtime duration, denoted by ∆H3
Gk.

∆H3
Gk = [

∑
ij∈Gk

πi · ωip − πGk · ωGk ] · cspdo (21)

This part is similar to ∆H2
Gk , except that it depends on the PM duration of individual components ωip, and

that of their group ωGk . It should be noticed that the group’s PM duration may depend on the number of

repairman [32].

max
ij∈Gk

ωip ≤ ωGk ≤
∑
ij∈Gk

ωip (22)

Costs related to the increase of system failure frequency during PM duration, denoted by

∆H4
Gk. During the PM time of a redundant component or non-critical group, the system is still operating.

However, its redundancy level is decreased, and in the worst-case scenario, one or several redundant components

can play a critical role for the system functioning. Consequently, failures of these components result in extra

system’s shutdown and downtime costs.

∆H4
Gk =

∑
ij∈Gk

(1− πi) ·
∑
l∈Li

(Cscsh + cscdo · ωlc) · νp(tij , tij + ωip) (23)

− (1− πGk) ·
∑

q∈Q
Gk

(Cscsh + cscdo · ωqc) · νq(tGk , tGk + ωGk)

where QGk and Li denote the sets of redundant components playing a critical role during the PM of group Gk and

component i respectively. For example, consider the system structure in Figure 1, when two components 2 and

5 are separately maintained, we have L2 = L3 = ∅. Otherwise, when they are jointly maintained Gk = {2, 5},

components 3 and 4 become critical ones, QGk = {3, 4}.

Grouping economic profit of group Gk. From the above analysis, the economic profit of group Gk is

calculated by

EP (Gk) = SGk + ∆H1
Gk + ∆H2

Gk + ∆H3
Gk + ∆H4

Gk (24)

It should be noted that most parts of EP (Gk), except SGk , are determined based on the knowledge about

the component’s conditions (its criticality and its age) at different instants in both tentative and grouped

maintenance plans. According to different assumptions about the maintenance duration, the determination of

EP (Gk) and component’s conditions could be different. For more details, the following cases are considered

Case 1: Both CM and PM time are neglected [24, 30]. It is clear that ∆H3
Gk = ∆H4

Gk = 0 and

consequently EP (Gk) = SGk +∆H1
Gk +∆H2

Gk . The criticality of components is constant and easily determined.

The age of components is equal to the calendar time. The calculation of EP (Gk) is even more simple for series

structure since all components and groups of components in a series structure are always critical πi = πGk = 1,

and therefore ∆H2
Gk can be directly calculated as ∆H2

Gk = (m− 1) ·Cspsh, where m is the number of components

in group Gk.

Case 2: Only PM time is considered [13, 31, 32]. When the PM time is not equal to zero, ∆H3
Gk

and ∆H4
Gk exist. The calculation of EP (Gk) is slightly complex since the criticality of one component can

be changed within the PM time of other ones, and the component’s age does not equal the calendar time.
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Fortunately, the PM dates are known in advance, the PM time is then can be proactively integrated in the

calculations of economic profit. Regarding the system structure, the calculation is quite simple in the case of

series structure where components and groups are always critical even when PM time is considered. Otherwise,

for redundant structures, “components’ criticality determination” method is needed to determined the criticality

of components during PM periods (see Subsection 4.1 for more details).

Case 3: Both CM and PM time are considered. In this situation, the analytic calculation of

EP (Gk) becomes more complex. Since component’s failures are random, the determination of component’s age

in presence of CM duration is not evident. In addition to the randomness of the cumulative CM duration, the

operational dependence among components in a system structure makes the calculation of their age cannot be

done separately. To deal with the problem, most of papers in the literature have been proposed calculation

methods based on Monte Carlo Simulation. In the paper, an analytical method named “components’ age

assessment” is developed and presented in Subsection 4.2.

3.4 Grouping optimization

This section is devoted to firstly define a grouping solution and grouping optimization problems. The solutions

for grouping optimization problems are then discussed in different cases. Before the grouping optimization can

be mathematically defined, two following notations should be firstly clarified.

A grouping solution (grouping structure), denoted by GS, is a partition of N preventive maintenance activi-

ties in PH. The partition of {1, ..., N} is a collection of K mutually exclusive groups GS = {G1, ..., GK} which

cover all N preventive maintenance activities.

Gl ∩Gk = ∅, ∀l 6= k and G1 ∪G2 ∪ ... ∪GK = {1, ..., N} (25)

Since one component can be preventively maintained several times within a considered planning horizon , the

number of PM activities N then can be bigger than that of components n.

Economic profit of a grouping solution is equal to the sum of economic profits of all groups in a grouping

struture.

EPT =

K∑
k=1

EP (Gk, tGk) =

K∑
k=1

SGk + ∆H1
Gk + ∆H2

Gk + ∆H3
Gk + ∆H4

Gk (26)

Grouping optimization problem is then defined as the finding of the optimal grouping structure GS∗ =

{G1∗, ..., GK∗} and the optimal execution dates of each group in the optimal grouping structure T ∗GS = {t∗G1∗ , ..., t∗GK∗}

who maximize the total economic profit in the short-term planning horizon.

[GS∗, T ∗GS ] = arg max
GS,TGS

EPT (GS, TGS) = arg max
Gk,t

Gk

K∑
k=1

EP (Gk, tGk) (27)

The grouping optimization problem can be divided into two sub-problems: grouping structure optimization

and groups’ execution date optimization.

3.4.1 Grouping structure optimization.

The optimal grouping structure can be found in maximizing the total grouping economic profit.

GS∗ = arg max
GS

EPT (GS) (28)
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Given N maintenance activities in a considered horizon PH, there are 2N −1 possible groups [9]. The finding of

optimal grouping structure is a NP-complete problem. According to different considered hypothesis, appropriate

optimization techniques must can be selected. Without considering the system structure and CM duration,

dynamic programming becomes an appropriate choice, see [9, 31]. Needed, the use of dynamic programming

is based on theorem of consecutive maintenance activities which implies that, in an optimal grouping solution,

maintenance activities are executed in the order of their tentative maintenance dates. As a consequence, the

maximum number of groups to be considered reduces from 2N − 1 to 1
2N(N + 1). However, when considering

the CM and PM duration and/or the system structure, ∆H2
Gk , ∆H3

Gk , ∆H4
Gk are usually not equal to zero.

theorem of consecutive maintenance activities does not hold. The maximum number of groups can not be

reduced. Metaheuristic optimization techniques such as Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization

(PSO) need to be used to find the best grouping solution in a reasonable calculation time. An implementation

of the GA for the grouping maintenance optimization can be found in [30, 13]. Note that the optimality of the

grouping solution provided by the metaheuristic optimization techniques may not always be guaranteed.

3.4.2 Groups’ execution date optimization.

For each grouping solution, the execution dates of its groups have to be optimized. Given that SGk , ∆H2
Gk and

∆H3
Gk do not depend on tGk , the optimal execution date is determined as

t∗Gk = arg max
t
Gk

EP (Gk, tGk) = arg min
t
Gk

(∆H1
Gk + ∆H4

Gk) (29)

Two specific following situations are considered.

Both CM and PM duration are neglected [24, 30]. ∆H4
Gk is then equal to zero. t∗Gk can be easily

determined by minimizing ∆H1
Gk .

t∗Gk = arg min
t
Gk

∆H1
Gk (30)

CM and/or PM duration are considered. In this case, ∆H4
Gk is not equal to zero. In addition,

with the presence of maintenance duration, the tentative maintenance dates of one component depends on

that of other components in the system. The execution dates of groups in a grouping solution are therefore

interdependent and can not be determined separately. The problem should be redefined as

{t∗G1 , t∗G2 , . . . , t∗GK} = arg min
{tG1 ,tG2 ,...,tGK }

K∑
k=1

(∆H1
Gk + ∆H4

Gk) (31)

4 Analytical methods for evaluating components’ criticality and age

in presence of maintenance duration

In the presence of maintenance duration, determinations of components’ criticality and components’ age are not

evident. To solve the problem, two analytical methods are herein proposed and presented. In addition, impacts

of maintenance duration in maintenance modelling and optimization are summarized at the end of this section.
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4.1 Components’ criticality determination

This analytical method is developed to analyze the operational dependence among components of redundant

structure systems and determine the criticality of components or group of components within specific periods

of time such as PM periods. The determined components’ criticality will be used in different steps including

tentative planning, components’ age assessment, and economic profit evaluation (see in Figure 2). Note that

the components’ criticality determination step can be skipped in case of series structures where components or

groups of components are always critical. Before the method could be developed for redundant structures, the

following basic notations are firstly recalled [34]: (a) a path set is a set of components which by functioning

ensures that the system is functioning. A path set is said to be minimal if it cannot be reduced without loosing

its status as a path set; (b) a cut set is a set of components which by failing causes the system to fail. A cut set

is said to be minimal if it cannot reduced without loosing its status as a cut set.

Let U = {1, ..., n}, P = {p1, ..., pnp} and C = {c1, ..., cnc} respectively denote the set of components, set

of minimal path sets and set of minimal cut sets of the system when all components are functioning. The

operational dependence among components within a specific interval Iv can be identified as follows:

• Determine the set of components which are preventively maintained in Iv, denoted Gv, according to the

considered maintenance plan (individual or grouped).

• Identify the set of all functioning components in Iv, denoted Ov, by firstly updating P . The updating is

done by removing all minimal path sets which contain at least one component in Gv. Ov is then the union

of all minimal path sets in P
′

which is the update of P .

• Identify the set of all components which are not functioning, denoted NOv. NOv contains components

which are not in Ov: NOv = U \Ov.

• Identify the set of all components which are in the idle state: Dv = NOv \Gv.

• Identify the set of all components which are critical for the system functioning in Iv denoted by Av. To

this purpose, each minimal cut set of C is firstly updated by eliminating all common elements between

it and NOv. Let C
′

be the update of C. All first order minimal cut sets in C
′
, which contain only one

component, then make up Av.

• Identify the impact of other components on the functioning of a component f in Ov. The functioning of

component f can be interrupted due to the corrective maintenance of one of components in Bfv containing:

(i) critical component i in Av and i 6= f ; (ii) redundant component j which is not in Av and j 6= f if

P
′

f ⊂ P
′

j , where P
′

j and P
′

f are the sets of minimal path sets which are in P
′

and contain component j and

f respectively.

For an easier understanding of this step, operational dependence analysis is done for interval I5 in Figure 4 as

an example. Given the structure in the figure, we have U = {1, 2, 3, 4}, P = {p1, p2}, p1 = {1, 2}, p2 = {1, 3, 4},

C = {c1, c2, c3}, c1 = {1}, c2 = {2, 3}, c3 = {2, 4}. The operational dependence among components are identified

as follows:

• Within I5, only component 4 is preventively maintained at t41 , therefore G5 = {4}.

• Update P : P
′

= {p1}, O5 = {1, 2}.

• Identify non-functioning components: NO5 = {3, 4}.

• Identify idle components: D5 = {3}.

• Update minimal cut sets: C
′

= {c′1, c
′

2}, c
′

1 = {1}, c′2 = {2}. The set of critical components: A5 = {1, 2}.
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• Identify the impact of other components on the functioning of components in Ov: B
1
2 = {2} and B2

2 = {1}.

4.2 Components’ age assessment

This analytical method is developed to determine the age of components at different instants in tentative and

grouped maintenance plans when the CM time is considered (see in Figure 2). Since the consideration of both

criticality and age changes at the same time seems to be impossible, the general idea of the proposed method is

to find the way that allows to deal with these changes separately. In more detail, the analytical method contains

three main following steps:

Step 1: Maintenance plan division for removing impacts of criticality’s change. In this

step, the maintenance plan (tentative or grouped maintenance plan) is divided into sub-intervals such that the

system structure in each sub-interval does not change. A partition of a maintenance plan PI = [tb, te] containing

V sub-intervals (I1, I2,..., IV ) is the output of this step.

1

2

3 4

Figure 4: The division of individual maintenance plan

Consider an example of a 4-component system, the individual maintenance plan PI = [tb, te] contains 5 PM

activities can be divided into 10 sub-intervals (I1, I2,..., I10) as shown in Figure 4. The system structure remains

unchanged in each sub-interval. Indeed, for example, in sub-interval I5, component 4 is preventively maintained,

the structure in this sub-interval contains only two components 1 and 2 connected in series. Otherwise, in sub-

interval I7, component 2 is preventively maintained, the system structure in this sub-interval is composed of

three components 1, 3, 4 connected in series. It is clearly that in each sub-interval, when the system structure

does not change, the criticality of components in this sub-interval is also fix.

Step 2: Operational dependence analysis in sub-intervals. The objective of this step is to de-

termine the operational dependence among functioning components in each above sub-interval Iv. This step is

done by the proposed method presented in Subsection 4.1.

Step 3: Age updating in sub-intervals. Based on the obtained results from the analysis of operational

dependence, proper age-updated actions are carried out for each group of components. Let xi(I
b
v) and denote

the age of component i at the beginning of the considered sub-interval Iv. The age of the component at the

ending of Iv, denoted xi(I
e
v), is calculated as follow

• xi(Iev) = 0 if i ∈ Gv.
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• xi(Iev) = xi(I
b
v) if i ∈ Dv.

• For components in Ov, the age is updated by solving the following equation system.

Iev = Ibv + [xi(I
e
v)− xi(Ibv)] + ωic · νi(Ibv, Iev) +

∑
j∈Biv

ωjc · νj(Ibv, Iev), ∀i ∈ Ov (32)

Reconsider interval I5 in Figure 4, we have G5 = {4}, then x4(Ie5) = 0; D5 = {3}, then x3(Ie5) = x3(Ib5);

O5 = {1, 2}, B1
2 = {2} and B2

2 = {1}.

Ie5 = Ib5 + [x1(Ie5)− x1(Ib5)] + ω1c · ν1(Ib5, I
e
5) + ω2c · ν2(Ib5, I

e
5). (33)

4.3 Summary of the impacts of maintenance duration on maintenance modelling

and optimization

In the above sections, dynamic grouping strategy has been developed for multi-component systems with redun-

dancy taking into account both PM and CM duration. In addition, at each step of the developed grouping

strategy, the impacts of maintenance duration on maintenance modeling and maintenance optimization are an-

alyzed for the different cases. In this subsection, these mentioned impacts are summarized to give readers their

complete picture. The summary is reported in Table 2.
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Maintenance modeling and optimization
Both CM and PM duration Only PM duration Both PM and CM duration

are neglected (Case 1) is considered (Case 2) are considered (Case 3)

Maintenance

modeling

Component age xi(t) = t xi(t) 6= t

Component criticality Constant Changes over time

Failure behavior zi(t) = βi
λi

(xiλi )
βi−1 zi(t) = βi

λi
(xiλi )

βi−1

Preventive maintenance cost Cip = Cipin Cip = Cipin + cipde.ω
ip

Corective maintenance cost Cic = Cicin Cic = Cicin Cic = Cicin + cicde.ω
ic

Economic dependence

(1) Sharing of setup cost (1) Sharing of setup cost

(2) Changing of total shutdown costs
(2) Changing of total shutdown costs

(3) Changing of total downtime costs

Individual

maintenance

optimization

Optimal PM cycle Closed form: xPCi = λi ·βi
√

Cip

Cic·(βi−1) No closed form

Tentative maintenance planning Directly based on age threshold xPCi Based on age threshold xPCi Based on calendar threshold Ti

Grouping

economic

profit

Grouping economic profit formulation EP (Gk) = SGk + ∆H1
Gk + ∆H2

Gk EP (Gk) = SGk + ∆H1
Gk + ∆H2

Gk + ∆H3
Gk + ∆H4

Gk

Grouping economic profit calculation Quite simple Components’ criticality determination is needed
Both components’ criticality determination

and component’s age assessment are needed

Grouping

maintenance

optimization

Grouping structure optimization

(1) Series structures: 1
2N(N + 1) possible groups

2N − 1 possible groups; solved by meta-heuristic methods (Genetic algorithm)
solved by exact methods (dynamic programming)

(2) Redundant structures: 2N − 1 possible groups

solved by meta-heuristic methods (Genetic algorithm)

Group’s execution date optimization
Group’s execution dates can be determined separately Group’s execution dates have to be jointly determined

t∗
Gk = arg mint

Gk
∆H1

Gk {t∗G1 , t
∗
G2 , ..., t

∗
GK} = arg min{tG1 ,tG2 ,...,tGK }

∑K
k=1(∆H

1
Gk + ∆H4

Gk)

Table 2: Impacts of maintenance duration on maintenance modelling and optimization
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5 Numerical examples

The aim of this section is to show how the proposed grouping strategy can be used for the maintenance planning

through a numerical study. The performance of the proposed approach is highlighted by different sensitivity

analyses. In addition, the impacts of maintenance duration on maintenance plan and cost are also investigated.

5.1 Given data

Consider a distillation system containing 6 principle components [35]. The reliability block diagram of this

system is shown in Figure 5. In the system, three pumps A, B, and C are configured in parallel to ensure the

system functioning. According to the component classification, the criticality of components πi is determined

and reported in Table 3.

Component 1

Component 2

Component 3

Component 4

Component 5 Component 6

Feed suction 

drum

Pump A

Pump B

Pump C

Preheater Distilation

column

Figure 5: Reliability block diagram of a distillation system containing 6 principle components

Given a number of challenges encountered during the data collection and data processing, we decided to

use the generated data. The data of the considered system are generated with respect to the real application

constraints. Indeed, it is natural that setup cost, shutdown cost, downtime cost rate, and labor cost rate of CM

are bigger than that of PM. They are then generated by the following ways: Cicsc = Cipsc + 3; Cicsh = Cipsh + 3;

cicdo = cipdo + 5; cicla = cipla + 2. At the system level, when the maintenance of a component leads to system

non-functioning, additional costs have to be counted for the maintenance of the component: Cspsh = Cipsh + 5;

cspdo = cipdo + 30; Cscsh = Cicsh + 8; cscdo = cicdo + 50. All the generated data related to the maintenance costs and the

failure behavior of components are reported in Table 3.

In the next subsections, we present in more details how the developed dynamic grouping strategy can be

applied to schedule the maintenance of the above system with taking into account both PM and CM duration.

In addition, at every step of the proposed grouping strategy, sensitivity analyses are carried out to underline

the impacts of maintenance duration and system structure types on the maintenance modeling and maintenance

optimization.
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Table 3: Given data at the component level.

Components πi λi βi Cipsc Cipsp Cicsp Cipsh cipla cipdo ωip ωic ti0

1 1 353 2.05 5 300 15 2 10 05 3 3.0 100

2 0 180 1.85 7 450 20 4 12 08 4 2.5 150

3 0 217 1.87 3 500 22 2 15 02 4 2.5 255

4 0 217 2.00 2 380 18 3 10 12 4 2.5 10

5 1 250 1.65 3 250 45 1 08 10 5 2.8 50

6 1 384 2.00 7 300 33 2 11 06 3 2.6 100

Table 4: Individual maintenance optimization results.

Components xPCi xPCi xPCi CRi(x
PC
i ) CRi(x

PC
i ) CRi(x

PC
i )

1 988.4 1175.0 458.1 2.4868 2.8123 1.8810

2 768.4 833.1 488.6 2.5620 2.6373 2.3677

3 1005.5 1071.2 631.4 2.0968 2.1467 1.9245

4 790.7 872.4 476.2 2.1991 2.3053 1.9539

5 764.6 1130.0 468.0 2.8270 3.2416 2.6351

6 909.3 1091.6 521.5 1.9936 2.2071 1.7252
6∑
i=1

CRi - - - 14.1653 15.3503 12.4875

5.2 Individual maintenance optimization

The objective of the first step is to determine the optimal replacement cycle for each component by neglecting

the interactions among components. The optimal replacement cycle is determined for the different cases by

using the equations 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. From the obtained results shown in Table 4, we can conclude that

the taking into account both PM and CM duration is necessary to guarantee the optimality of replacement

cycles and the performance of the individual maintenance optimization. Indeed, the consideration of CM time

makes the optimal replacement cycle values may vary between 45% to 87% according to different components.

In addition, the use of xPCi and xPCi will lead to higher system maintenance cost rates which are 22.93% and

13.44% more expensive than that of xPCi .

An other interesting remark is that, given the presence of both PM and CM duration, the taking into account

only the PM duration in the maintenance optimization models does not have too much of meaning. In our case,

it even causes the higher system maintenance cost rate (CRsys(x
PC
i ) = 15.3503) when compared to the case

where both PM and CM duration are neglected (CRsys(x
PC
i ) = 14.1653).

To have a more complete view about the impacts of the maintenance duration, especially CM duration on

the individual maintenance optimization, a sensitivity analysis was carried out on component 5. In this analysis,

the PM duration ω5p was fixed at 5, and CM duration ω5c is varied from 0.5 to 5. The optimal replacement

cycle and the average maintenance cost rate of the component are calculated and plotted in Figure 6 for different
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Figure 6: Optimal replacement cycle (a) and aditional cost percentage (b) versus different values of CM duration

values of the CM duration. From the Figure 6a, we can see that in most cases there exists always the difference

between the optimal replacement cycle value obtained in non-negligible maintenance duration case and that

obtained in negligible maintenance duration one. The difference leads to an additional maintenance cost when

the maintenance duration are not considered during the maintenance planning. In this analysis, the additional

cost can increase until 17.80% of the maintenance cost rate of the component (see Figure 6b). The additional

cost percentage plotted in Figure 6b is calculated as

∆CRi =
CRi(x

PC
i )− CRi(xPCi )

CRi(xPCi )
· 100 (34)

∆CRi represents the additional maintenance cost that we have to paid if we do not take into account the CM

duration during the maintenance planning. From the above analysis, we should underline also that the impacts

of CM duration on the individual maintenance plan and cost are significant and can not be neglected even when

it is very small.

In this step, the sensitivity analysis for different structure types is not carried out because the interactions

among components are not considered.

5.3 Tentative maintenance planning

The aim of this step is to determine the tentative PM dates within a short-term planning horizon with taking into

account the interactions among components. To avoid the complexity in determining the tentative maintenance

dates based on the optimal age-based replacement cycle (xPCi ), the calendar-based (Ti) one was proposed.

The calendar-based replacement cycle, the tentative PM dates for different cases, and the age of components

at their replacement time are calculated and reported in Table 5. The planning horizon is then selected as

PH = [0, t41 + ω4p] = [0, 486.2].

Graphical representation of the tentative maintenance plans in the three different cases is shown in Figure 7.

Table 5 and Figure 7 confirm clearly that the consideration of maintenance duration makes the tentative

maintenance dates change. While the age of components at their maintenance dates is equal to their replacement
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Table 5: Tentative maintenance planning.

Components 1 2 3 4 5 6

Ti 466.2 508.5 653.8 492.2 480.9 529.3

tPCi1 888.4 618.4 750.5 780.7 714.6 809.3

tPCi1 1078.0 683.1 816.2 862.4 1086 991.6

tPCi1 366.2 358.5 398.8 482.2 430.9 429.3

xi(t
PC
i1 ) 453.1 484.8 627.6 461.8 461.0 513.0
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Figure 7: Tentative maintenance plans vs different considered cases

cycles when both PM and CM duration are neglected or when only PM duration is taken into account, the age

of components at their PM dates when CM duration is taken into account is not equal to the replacement cycle,

i.e. xi(t
PC
i1 ) 6= Ti. The use of calendar-based replacement threshold can facilitate the tentative maintenance

planning, however it also leads to many difficulties in determining the component’s age, especially when both

the system structure and maintenance duration are considered. The age of one component depends on the

maintenance duration of the other ones in the system. To solve the problem, the proposed process: component’s

age assessment and component’s criticality determination were then used.

To study the impacts of system structure and maintenance duration on the age evolution of a component,

component 3 was selected and its age evolution is plotted in Figure 8 for the different cases. Note that the

increase of the component age when both PM and CM duration are neglected is equal to that of calendar time.

In the figure, the taking into account of only PM duration has a very small impact on the evolution of the

component’s age. In fact, the age evolution of component 3 is affected only at some determined times when the

other components in the system are preventively maintained. Otherwise, the difference between the evolution of
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Figure 8: Age evolution of component 3 with different maintenance duration assumptions

the component age and that of calendar time always exists when the CM duration is taken into consideration.
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Figure 9: Age evolution of component 3 with different system structure types

It should be noted that the system structure is also an important factor that affects the age’s evolution of

the component. To make it clear, age evolution of component 3 with taking into consideration both PM and CM

durations is plotted in Figure 9 for the different structure types. From the Figure, we can see that for parallel

structure, the age evolution and calendar time evolution are similar, in spite of non-negligible maintenance

duration. Contrarily, they are not equal in cases of the other structure types, especially series type since the
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operation of the component is affected by all maintenance activities (PM and CM) of all other components in

the system.

5.4 Grouping maintenance planning

In this subsection, the tentative PM dates obtained in the previous step are grouped in order to reduce the

maintenance cost. The optimal grouping solution containing the optimal grouping structure and the optimal

grouping execution dates are found by using different optimization tools. Given there are only 6 PM activities

within the planning horizon, the finding of the optimal grouping structure can be done by the use of the

exhaustive search method who examines all 203 possible grouping structures. Otherwise, under the impacts of

CM duration and system structure, the optimal execution times of groups can not be determined separately.

The Genetic Algorithm tool box of Matlab is used in this paper to jointly find the optimal execution times of

groups. To partially reduce the uncertainty in the results provided by GA, it is run five times and then the

best result is recorded. Similar to the above analysis of the individual maintenance optimization, the grouping

optimization is also analyzed for the different cases of maintenance duration assumptions and system structure

types.

Table 6: Optimal grouping solutions vs different maintenance duration assumptions.

Assumptions
Optimization

GS∗ t∗
Gk EP

Saving
EP

′ Saving

of tGk percentage reduction

Case 1: Both PM and CM Joint & separate G1 = {2} 618.4
16.92 0.35% 139.96 34.49%

duration are neglected optimizations G2 = {1, 3, 4, 5, 6} 784.5

G1 = {2} 687.1

187.33 2.73% 152.29 28.71%
Case 2: Only PM duration Joint & separate G2 = {3} 820.2

is considered optimizations G3 = {4} 866.4

G4 = {1, 5, 6} 1049.4

Separate G1 = {1, 3, 5, 6} 397.7
192.11 3.16% 192.11 10.07%

Case 3: Both PM and CM optimization G2 = {2, 4} 412.9

duration are considered Joint G1 = {1, 3, 5, 6} 445.9
213.63 3.52% 213.63 0%

optimization G2 = {2, 4} 450.9

Table 6 and Figure 10 represent the grouping results for the different maintenance duration assumptions.

With respect to a specific maintenance duration assumption, the optimal execution dates of groups are found by

two different ways: (a) separately based on ∆H1
Gk ; (b) jointly by using Genetic algorithm. From the obtained

results, we can conclude that the joint optimization is necessary to guarantee the grouping performance in case

that both PM and CM duration are considered. In other words, the optimization process takes more computing

time and more complex when CM duration is considered. Given the challenge in grouping optimization, the

taking into account of the maintenance duration is of interest to improve the grouping performance. Indeed,

the grouping maintenance can save 2.73% and 3.52% of the total individual maintenance cost in case 2 and case

3 respectively. Otherwise, in case 1, the saving percentage is only 0.35%. The grouping maintenance is then a

good choice for the applications where the maintenance duration are non-negligible. In addition, imagine that
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Figure 10: Grouping maintenance plans vs different considered cases

the optimal grouping solutions obtained in cases 1 and 2 are now used for the maintenance of the considered

system with non-negligible PM and CM duration, the maintenance cost saving is reduced around 34.49% and

28.71% when compared to the case when the optimal grouping solution obtained in case 3 is applied.

To verify the grouping performance in different system structure and maintenance duration settings, a number

of analysis have been realized. Figure 11 and Table 7 represent the results obtained from the sensitivity analysis

of grouping profit and grouping structure to different values of PM duration from 1 to 8 and to different structure

types.

In Figure 11, the grouping economic profit increases very quickly as the PM duration increases if the structure

is series or complex one, otherwise, it is nearly constant in case of the parallel structure. The taking into account

PM duration in the grouping optimization process is therefore not realy necessary in case of parallel structure,

otherwise it is very important and can not be neglected in cases of series and complex structures.

Table 7: Optimal grouping structures vs different structure types.

Structure types PM duration Optimal grouping structure

Complex structure
ωip = [1, 3] G1 = {4}, G2 = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6}

ωip ∈ (3, 8] G1 = {3, 4}, G2 = {1, 2, 5, 6}

Parallel structure
ωip = [1, 2] G1 = {2, 3}, G2 = {4, 5}, G3 = {1, 6}

ωip ∈ (2, 8] G1 = {2, 3}, G2 = {4}, G3 = {1, 5, 6}

Series structure
ωic ∈ [1, 3] G1 = {2, 3}, G2 = {1, 4, 5, 6}

ωip ∈ (3, 8] G1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}

Table 7 reports the changes of the optimal grouping structure when PM duration increases from 1 to 8 for

different structure types. The optimal grouping structure is changed for different PM duration intervals. The
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Figure 11: Grouping economic profit as function of PM duration

components are grouped more frequent to save the downtime and shutdown costs in the series and complex

structures.
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Figure 12: Grouping economic profit as a function CM duration

The same sensitivity analysis of grouping maintenance are carried out, in which the PM duration is fixed,

while the CM duration increases from 1 to 8. The obtained results are shown in Figure 12 and Table 8. From

the Figure 12, we can see that differently to the PM duration case, the grouping performance is not much
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sensitive and not proportional to the CM duration value. In addition, the dash lines in the figure represent the

cases where the execution times of groups are separately optimized. The bigger the CM duration value is, the

higher distance between the dash lines and corresponding continue lines is. The grouping optimization process

is strongly affected by the CM duration. Finally, it should be noticed that for a parallel structure, both PM and

CM duration has small impacts on the grouping performance.

Table 8: Optimal grouping structures vs different structure types.

Structure types CM duration Optimal grouping structure

Complex structure

ωic ∈ [1, 2] G1 = {3, 4}, G2 = {1, 2, 5, 6}

ωic ∈ (2, 4] G1 = {2, 4}, G2 = {1, 3, 5, 6}

ωic ∈ (4, 8] G1 = {4}, G2 = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6}

Parallel structure ωic ∈ [1, 8] G1 = {2, 3}, G2 = {4}, G3 = {1, 5, 6}

Series structure
ωic ∈ [1, 2] G1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}

ωic ∈ (2, 8] G1 = {2, 3}, G2 = {1, 4, 5, 6}

Table 8 reports the changes of the optimal grouping structure when the CM duration varies from 1 to 8. The

taking into account of CM duration leads to changes in the optimal grouping structure. For series structure,

when CM duration is high, the grouping maintenance will lead to high CM penalty cost, the grouping structure

therefore contains more groups than the case when CM duration is small. For parallel structure, the grouping

structure seems to be independent from the CM duration.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, a dynamic grouping approach is developed for the maintenance planning of the complex structure

systems with consideration of both preventive and corrective maintenance duration. A new maintenance cost

structure and grouping maintenance model allowing taking into account the maintenance duration and the

dynamic system structure as well as economic dependence between components is firstly proposed.

Secondly, despite the complexity of the considered grouping model and grouping optimization process, the

consideration of the maintenance duration and system redundancy is integrated by two proposed analytical

methods which help to avoid the problem of computational time, and make the dynamic update of the grouping

maintenance plan possible in real applications. The performance of the proposed grouping strategy and the

necessity of the consideration of maintenance duration and system structure are highlighted through an example

of a six-component system.

Moreover, through the paper, the impacts of maintenance duration and system structure on the individual

optimization and grouping maintenance are studied both theoretically and experimentally. The results obtained

from different sensitivity analyses show that PM duration has a strongly impact on the grouping performance

(economic profit). Otherwise, the grouping accuracy depends considerably on CM duration. From a system

structure point of view, the grouping maintenance of series structure is the most sensitive to the PM and CM

duration. In real applications, the grouping maintenance is strongly recommended for the maintenance planning

of series systems with consideration of PM duration since it can help to reduce significantly the maintenance cost.
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For the parallel structure systems, the grouping maintenance and the taking into account of the maintenance

duration on the grouping process are not interesting since the operational dependencies among components of

such systems are very weak. In addition, the results obtained in case of redundant structure systems are always

bounded by that of series and parallel ones. The results are reasonable since the parallel and series structures are

two extreme cases of the redundant level. The research helps to orientate the use of the grouping maintenance

in real applications.

This paper is the development of our research in the framework of maintenance modelling and optimization in

presence of maintenance duration presented partially in [36]. Our future research works focus on the investigation

of the proposed grouping maintenance approach with consideration of random maintenance duration models,

stochastic dependence and logistic supports specifications/constraints. An other important research direction

could be the application of the proposed approach to a real case study with real failure and maintenance cost

data.

A Individual maintenance optimization: optimality analysis

The optimal value of x0i , denoted x∗i , which minimizes the above long-term maintenance cost rate, can be

determined by solving Equation 8.

dCRi
dxi

∣∣∣∣
x0
i=x

∗
i

= 0⇔ Cic · (βi − 1) · (x∗i )βi + (Cic · ωip − Cip · ωic) · βi · (x∗i )βi−1 − Cip · λ
βi
i = 0

A.1 Only PM duration is considered

When only PM duration is considered, CM duration is neglected ωic = 0. Equation 8 becomes

f(xPCi ) = Cicin · (βi − 1) · (xPCi )βi + Cicin · ωip · βi · (xPCi )βi−1 − Cip · λβii = 0 (35)

We have

f(0) = −Cip · λβii < 0 (36)

and

f(a1) = Cicin · ωip · βi · (a1)βi−1 ≥ 0 (37)

where

a1 = λi
βi

√
Cip

Cicin · (βi − 1)

In addition,

f ′(xPCi ) = Cicin · (βi − 1) · βi · (xPCi )βi−1 + Cicin · βi · ωip · (βi − 1) · (xPCi )βi−2 > 0,∀βi > 1,∀xPCi > 0; (38)

From Equations 36, 37, 38, we can conclude that Equation 8 has only one solution xPCi and xPCi ∈ (0, a1].

Moreover, it is not difficult to show that the second derivative of the long-term maintenance cost rate CRi at

xPCi is positive.

CR
′′

i (xPCi ) =
Cicin · (βi − 1) · βi · (xPCi )βi−1 + Cicin · (βi − 1) · βi · ωip · (Cicin)βi−2

(Cicin + ωip)2
> 0

Consequently, the optimal replacement cycle xPCi exists and is unique in open interval (0, a1].
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A.2 Both PM and CM duration are considered

When both PM and CM duration are considered ωip 6= 0, and ωic 6= 0, the optimal replacement cycle xPCi is

found by solving Equation 8.

g(xPCi ) = Cic · (βi − 1) · (xPCi )βi + (Cic · ωip − Cip · ωic) · βi · (xPCi )βi−1 − Cip · λβii = 0

We consider the following values of g(xPCi ):

g(0) = −Cip · λβii < 0 (39)

g(a2) = (Cicωip − Cip · ωic) · βi · (a2)βi−1 (40)

where

a2 =
βi

√
Cip · λβii

Cic · (βi − 1)

g(b) = Cic · (βi − 1) · (b)βi > 0 (41)

where

b =
βi−1

√
Cip · λβii

βi · (Cicωip − Cip · ωic)
(42)

To ensure that the long-term maintenance cost rate is minimal at xPCi , its second derivative CR
′′

i must be

bigger than 0. We have

CR
′′

i (xPCi ) =
Cic · (βi − 1) · βi · (xPCi )βi−1 + (Cicωip − Cip · ωic) · (βi − 1) · βi · (xPCi )βi−2(

xPCi + ωic · (x
PC
i

λi
)βi + ωip

)2 > 0

⇔ xPCi > c =
Cip · ωic − Cicωip

Cic

and

g(c) = −(Cip · ωic − Cicωip)βi − Cip · λβii (43)

Finally, two following cases are distinguished:

• if If Cic

Cip >
ωic

ωip , we then have g(a2) > 0, g(b) > 0, and g(0) < 0. The optimal replacement cycle xPCi exists

and is unique in interval (0,min(a2, b)).

• if If Cic

Cip ≤
ωic

ωip , then g(a2) ≤ 0, g(c) < 0, and g(+∞) > 0. As a consequence, xPCi exists and is unique in

interval [max(a2, c),+∞).
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